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CRIMINAI COMPLAINT
I, the complainant in this case,

state that

tle following

is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Between in or about March 2014, arld in or about October 2016, in the Westem District of New York and
elsewhere, the defendants, Sergio Mucino, Jose Sanchez-Ocampo, and Marguin Sanchez, did engage in a conspirary
to tuansport, harbot, and conceal unauthorized aliens in knowing or reckless disregard of the fact that an alien has
come to, entered, or remains in the United States in violation of law, conceals, harbors, or shields from detection, or
attempts to conceal, harbor, or shield from detection, such alien in any place, including any building or any means
transporrarion, in violation of Title 8, United States Code, Seoions l32a(aXlXAXiii) and 1324(a)( l)(A)(v)(I) '

This Criminal Complaint is based on tlese facs:
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AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF C RIMINAI COi\{P LAINT

STATEOFNEWYORK )
COLINTY OF

ERIE

CITYOFBUFFALO

)

SS:

)

PATRICIA CALLERI, being duly swom,

deposes and says that:

INTRODUCTI ONANDAGENT

1. I am a Special Agent with the United

ROUND

States Deparrnent of Homeland Security,

Immigration and Customs Enforcement, Homeland Security Investigations
Buffalo,

NY. I have been e,mployed

('HSI)

in

as a SA since October of 2008 and in that capacity,

I

investigate suspected violations of federal immigration law, including violations pertaining
to the harboring of unauthorized aliens and the hiring or recnritrnent of unauthorized aliens,

in niolation ofTitle 8, United States Code, Sections 1324 and 1324a.

2. This affidavit

is submitted in support of an application for a criminal complaint

charging SERGIO MUCINO, JOSE SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO, andMARGUIN SANCHEZ

with a violarion of Title 8, United

States Code, Sections 1324(aXlXA)(iii) (Harboring

Aliens) and 132a(aXl)(AXv)(I) (Conspiracy). As explained in greatel detail below, there is
probable cause ro believe that SERGIO MUCINO, JOSE SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO, and

MARGUIN SANCHEZ, employees and managers of reStaurants known as Don Tequila
and El Agave located in *re Westem District of New York, committed the offense of
Consptacy to Harbor Aliens.

3.

The statements contained in this affidavit are based upon my investigation,

information provided by other law enforcement pelsonnel, confidential sources, and my
training and experience as a Special Agent. Because this affidavit is being submitted for the

limited purpose of establishing probable cause to conclude that SERGIO MUCINO, JOSE
SANCHEZ-OCAMPO, and MARGUIN SANCImZ committed the offense of Conspiracy
to Harbor Aliens, I have not included each and every fact known to me conceming this

justi$ a
investigation. Rather, I have set forth only those facts that I believe are necessary to
criminal complaint and arest warant.

4.
operation

into the
Based upon my training and experience, as well as previous investigations

of employing unauthorized aliens, to include encouraging the residence

and

the following
harboring of aliens in and around the Buffalo, New York area, I have leamed
conspire with
facts: employers who hke illegal aliens do not opelate alone. They tend to

atlditional individuals, identified as "managers," to assist in the day+o-day operations
including hiring , paylng, transporting and housing of these unauthorized aliens

.

5. In this specific investigation, I have leamed that SERGIO MUCINO'

with the

assistanceofMARGUINSANCFIEZ,JoSESANCI{EZ-oCAMPo,andothel
unidentified managers, operates five (soon to be seven) restaurants located in the Buffa1o,

NY

area, and employs unauthorized indivialuals who have been identified as relatives

andlor individuals with a close personal relationship to SERGIO MUCINO, MARGUIN

sANCImzandJoSESANCImz-ocAMPo.Inaddition,SERGIoMUCINo,withthe

)

assistance of

MARGUIN SANCHEZ and JOSE SANCHEZ-OCAMPO, frequently moves

the unauthorized employees between premises. No individual unauthorized employee is
guaranteed to remain at one restaurant for the entire duration of their employment. As
further documented below, several unauthorized aliens who have been identified as working

for SERGIO MUCINO at the below
purchased

described premises, reside

in

housing rented or

by SERGIO MUCINO, MARGUIN SANCIIEZ and JOSE SANCffiZ-

OCAMPO, and are transported in vehicles associated with the criminal organization.

RELEVANT STATUTES
a. Title 8, United States Code, Secrion 1324(a)(lxAxiii), Harboring Aliens:

6

Any person who knowing or in reckless disregard of the fact that an alien has
come to, entered, or remains in the United States in yiolation of law, conceals,
harbors, or shields from detection, or attempts to conceal, harbor, or shield
from detection, such alien in any place, including any building or any means of
transportation [shall have commiued this offense].

b. Title 8, United

States Code, Section 1324(a)(lXAXlv), Encouraging aliens

to enter the United States or continue to reside:

Any person who encourages or induces an alien to come to, enter, or reside in
the United States, knowing or in reckless disregard of the fact that such coming
to, entry, or residence is or will be in violation of law [shall have committed
this offensel.

C

Title 8, United States Code, Section 1324(a)(1XBXr), Harboring aliens for

the purpose of commercial advantage or financial gain:

Any person who krowing or in reckless disregard of the fact that an alien has
come to, entered, or remains in the United States in violation of law, conceals,
harbors, or shields from detection, or attempts. to conceal, harbor, or shield
3

from detection, such alien in any place, induding any building or any means of
transportation for the purpose of commercial advantage or Pivate financial
gain, [shall have committed this ofFense].

d. Title

8 Section 1324(aXl)(A)(v)(I), Conspiracy:

Any person who engages in any conspiracy to commit any of the preceding
acts (commits an offense).

e. Title 8,

United States Code, Section 1324a(a)(l)(A), Employing

unauthorized aliens:

It is unlawful for a person or other entity to- hire, or to recnrit or refer for a fee,
for employment in the United States an alien knowing the aten is an
unauthorized alien with respect to such employment.'..

oN/

CAUS

7. On or about March 27,2014, a source of information ('SOI)' who has provided
credible and useful information to HSI in the past, informed the affiant of two individuals

named, "Seryio" and "Jose," who own and operate several restaurants located

in

the

westem District of New York, to include Don Tequila, Agave, and El Agave. According to
the SOI, there are several illegal aliens employed at these restaurants.

8.

"Sergio" has been identified as SERGIO MUCINO of 775 Main Street'

Apartrn€nr 405, Buffalo, NY. Additionally, a review of SERGIO MUCINO',s Immigration

Alien FiIe ("A-File") shows that he is a lawfirl permanent resident of the United States.
4

9.

"Jose" has been identified as JOSE SANCHEZ-OCAMPO of 468 Delawarc

Avenue, Buffalo,

NY. A review of JOSE SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO's

A-File reveals that

JOSE SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO was found to be illegally present in the United States
a;nd

n

2007. Both in 1999 and

n

in

1999

2007, JOSE SANCHEZ-OCAMPO was granted the

privilege of avoiding a deportation/removal order and voluntarily retuming to Mexico. He

voluntarily retumed to Mexico in both 1999 and2007. JOSE SANCI{EZ-OCAMPO does
not possess lawful status to live or work in the United States and he has never made a legal
entry into the United States.

10. The ongoing investigation identified a thtd individual, MARGUIN SANCHEZ
of 468 Delaware Avenue, Buffalo, NY. MARGUIN SANCHEZ is a United States Citizen
and the nephew of JOSE SANCffiZ-OCAMPO.

11. A review Erie County, New York

databases revealed SERGIO

MUCINO was

the owner of a number of restaurants: Don Tequila lo cated at 73 Allen Street, Buffalo, NY;

El Agave located at 3870 Union Road, Cheektowaga, NY; Agave located at 765 Elmwood
Avenue, Buffalo, NY; and La Divina located at 2896 Delaware Avenue, Kenmore, NY
(collectively, the "Subject Premises").

12. On March 9, 2016, a source of information ("SOI2") informed the affiant that
helshe previously worked for SERGIO MUCINO and JOSE SANCI{EZ-OCAMPO at
both Don Tequila, located at 73 Allen Street, Buffa1o, NY, and at El Agave, located at 3870
5

Union Road, Cheektowaga, NY; however, sometime in February 2015, SOl2 was fired by
SERGIO MUCINO. SOI2 claimed to have worked at Don Tequila for several months, after

which helshe worked as the manager at El Agave for approximately one year, until
termination. According to SoI2, although helshe was the manager of El Agave, SOI2 was
required to obtain authorization from SERGIO MUCINO prior to making any decisions,

including hiring and employee remuneration. SOI2 stated SERGIO MUCINO is the owner

and operator of five restauants in the Westem New York arca, and the majority of
SERGIO MUCINO's workforce is comprised of undocumented aliens with the exception of
approximately one or two legal employees per location. SOI2 stated the undocumented

employees are paid weekly

in

cash, and the legal employees receive payroll checks.

According to SOI2, this information is documented in notebooks (referred to as ledgers),

which are kept at various locations, including the aforementioned restaulants, SERGIO

MUCINO's and JOSE SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO's vehicles, and SERGIO MUCINO's and
JOSE SANCImZ-OCAMPO',s residences.

sol2 then stated, after paying

each employee

in

cash, each business glosses approximately $50,000 USD, in cash, per week, none of which

is reported for state or federal taxes. sol2 stated of that $50,000 usD, approximately
$15,000 USD is kept onsite in a safe in the office at each restaurant and the rest is stored at

SERGIO MUCINO's residence, MARGUIN SANCIIEZ's, andlor JOSE SANCHEZOCAMPO's residences. SOI2 stated when helshe voibed concem about the amount of
undocumented employees and the failure to declare the proper income, helshe was fired.
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13. From January 2014 through May 2016, SERGIO MUCINO was the owner and
signatory on four Key Bank business accounts associated with the Subject Premises. Each

the Subject Premises had its own associated bank account.

A

of

review of the bank

transactions revealed SERGIO MUCINO would frequently commingle payroll and

monthly expenses among these accounts.

In

addition,

in July 2015, MARGUIN

SANCIIEZ was added to at least one account associated with the Subject Premises. In April
2016, Key Bank informed SERGIO MUCINO that all accounrs associated with his name

would be closed due to ongoing suspicious activity. On or abour Aprn 27,2016, SERGIO

MUCiNO opened two new business accounts with Bank of America. A review of

the

transactions associated with that account show the funds in that account are used for payroll

and associated expenses for the Subject Premises. In addition, MARGIJIN SANCIIEZ
opened an account with Bank of America associated with the name "DON TEQIJILA

INC." A review of transactions associated with these accounts verifies SERGIO MUCINO
continues to commingle expenses and payroll from these two Bank of America accounts, all
of which are associated with the Subject Premises.

14. A review of the banling information

associated

with the Subject

Premises

revealed from January 2074 tluottgla May 2016, SERGIO MUCINO issued and endorsed

payroll checks to approximately 28 employees within the Subject Premises. Of those 28
official payroll checks, one employee has been identified

7

as an

illegal a1ien.

15. A review of the aforementioned Key Bank and Bank of America accounts
associated

with SERGIO MUCINO and the Subject Premises revealed from January l,

2014 through June 2016, SERGIO MUCINO issued and endorsed checks

to JosE

SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO totaling approximately $278,432 USD. Accortling to SOI2, JOSE
SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO has beeal identified as an employee at the Subject Premises and the

,,right hand man" for SERGIO MUCINO, working as the manager fol restauatrts
SERGIO MUCINO owns.

16. Information provided by the aforementioned Key Bank and Bank of America
accounts associated

with SERGIO MUCINO and the Subject Premises revealed on or

about June 27,2015 tt[ough October 20, 2015, SERGIO MUCINO issued and endorsed

checls to MARGUIN SANCHEZ blaling approximately $102,476.38 USD. Ongoing
surveillance conducted from June 2015 through September 2016, identified MARGUIN

SANCIIEZ as an employee at the lestaurants. In addition, a solrce of information (SOI3)
was shown a photo array of six photographs, containing one photograph of MARGUIN

SANCI{EZ. SOI3 positively identified photograph numbel three as MARGUIN
SANCImZ. MARGUIN SANCHEZ was indeed depicted in photograph number three.

sol3

stated rhar

MARGUIN SANCHEZ was an employee at the subject Premises.

17. In addition to ongoing

surveillance conducted from July 2014 through the

present time, approximately 38 Hispanic individuals are working within Subject Premises.
These indivitluals have been identified as residing within nine apartrnents and two houses
8

that are within close proximity to the Subject Premises. More specifically, the nine
apartments are being rented and paid for by SERGIO MUCINO, JOSE SANCI{EZ-

OCAMPO and./or other individuals connected to the siminal organization. The two
houses were purchased by

MARGUIN SANCHEZ and are detailed below, in paragraphs

20 and 25. Each person has been observed walking to/ftom Subject Premises or being
transported

in

vehicles associated

with the SERGIO MUCINO, JOSE

SANCHEZ-

OCAMPO, andlor MARGUIN SANCHEZ. These individuals work six days a week,
fourteen hours a day and are paid approximately $500 USD to $800 USD in cash, per week.

18.

Agents have identified four subject vehicles used

by JOSE SANCI{EZ-

OCAMPO and MARGUIN SANCHEZ, as well as other unidentified individuals, in
furtherance of the harboring of aliens. The primary vehicle operated by JOSE SANCIIEZ-

OCAMPO is a 2012 Nissan Titan bearing PA Tag ZI1K2|50 (IEHICLE 1), registered to

Noe Cruz of Pennsylvania. JOSE SANCHEZ-OCAMPO began driving that vehicle in
December 2015; however, prior to VEHICLE
2008 White Ford Edge bearing PA Tag

Cruz of Pennsylvania.

l,

JOSE SANCI#Z-OCAMPO operated a

I{yD6l29 (VEHICLE 2),

At the present time,

also registered to Noe

JOSE SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO operates both

VEHICLE I and VEHICLE 2. A third vehicle was idenffied

as a

GMC Acadia bearing PA

Tag XTC4154, registered to Noe P. Cruz and MARGUIN SANCHEZ, 126 Buena Vista

Dr., Delmont PA 15626. In JuIy 2016, SOI3 provided information indicating

JOSE

SANCI#Z-OCAMPO was involved in a vehicle accident while driving YEHICLE 3, and
VEHICLE

3 was damaged beyond

repair. In August 2016 , a 2016 Cadillac Escalade bearing
9

NY Tag IIJT9566 (VEHICLE 4) was puchased by and is
SANCIIEZ at

468 Delaware Avenue, Apartrnent 301, Buffalo,

registered

to MARGUIN

NY.

19. Information obtained through Erie County records reveal on or about September
22,2015, the residence located at I49 North End, Kenmore, NY was purchased, in cash, by

MARGUIN SANCIIEZ for $155,000 USD.

20. on

February 9, 2016, your affiant spoke to the real estate agent working for

USA Realty who represented MARGUIN SANCIIEZ in the purchase of 149 North End,
Kenmore, NY. According to the real estate agent, she met SERGIO MUCINO, JOSE

SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO, and MARGUIN SANCI{EZ through a mutual friend. The real
estate agent stated SERGIO MUCINO and JOSE SANCHEZ-OCAMPO own several
restawants in Buffalo, NY, anil Pennsylvania, and initiatly came to her expressing the need

for a one-bedroom rental Foperty in Buffalo where approximately four employees of their
restaurants could reside. The real estate agent claimed

to have given them the idea to

puchase a home, to which SERGIO MUCINO and JOSE SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO agreed.
Furthermore, the real estate agent stated SERGIO MUCINO and JOSE SANCI{EZ-

ocAMPO were purchasing the home, while MARGUIN SANCI{EZ',s name was only
used for purposes of completing the paperwork. The real estate agent also stated SERGIO

MUCINO had

to

add MARGUIN SANCHEZ

to his bank account in

order for

MARGIIIN SANCImZ to show proof of funds for the cash transaction of the house' On
August 12, 2015, MARGUIN SANCHEZ provided a proof of funds letter from Key Bank
10

to USA Realty. This proof of funds letter was addressed to MARGUIN SANCIIEZ of 468
Delaware Avenue, Apt 301, Buffalo,
signer on an account ending

in

NY

14202, and states

MARGUIN SANCIIEZ is a

1807 with an available balance

of $305,030.52 USD. In

addition, MARGUIN SANCIIEZ SANCHEZ provided an online banking printout
detailing Key Bank account number XXXXX)O(X1807, dated, August 8, 2015, with a
balance

of

$294,387.84 USD.

As previously documented, SERGIO MUCINO is

the

primary account holder on both aforementioned Key Bank accounts. In addition, SERGIO

MUCINO and JOSE SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO informed her that the workers enter the
United States on work visas, stay for one year and then retum to Meico.

21. Surveillance conducted at

149

N. End, Kenmore, NY, beginning in

September

2015 through the present date, revealed approximately f,ve to six Hispanic individuals
reside at that residence. One of those individuals was idenffied as Saul Sanchez-Ocampo

("Saul"), the brother of JOSE SANCIIEZ:OCAMPO, who is also unlawfirlly present and
illegally working for SERGIO MUCINO in the United States. Saul has been observed
residing at 149 North End, Kenmore, NY, and operating VEHICLE 1. More specifically,

on May 25, 20L6, Saul was observed transporting two minor children to two separate
schools within Buffalo,

NY, ultimately driving VEHCILE

which he has been identified

I

to the Subject Premises, of

as an employee.

22. Ongoing surveillance conducted on multiple
between driving VEHICLE 1, VEIIICLE

dates reveals Saul frequently rotates

2 and VEHICLE 3. More specifically, while
11

conducting surveillance on multiple dates, beginning October 2015 through December 4,
2015, at approximately 0939 hours, agents observed Saul driving YEHICLE 3, pulling into
the rear parking lot of La Divina Mexican restaurant, after which two Hispanic males exited

VEHICLE

3

and entered La Divina Mexican restaurant.

In

addition, surveillance

conducted on May 24, 2016, and May 25, 20L6, revealed at apploximately 0745 hours,

Saul, driving VEHICLE 1, was seen transporting two minor children to two sepalate
schools within Buffalo, NY, and later drove YEHCILE 1 to the vrcinity of Don Tequila

Mexican restaurant. Lastly, surveillance conducted on September 22, 2016 revealed Saul,

driving VEHICLE 2, transported two minor children to two sepalate schools within
Buffalo, NY, and later drove VEHCILE 2 to Subject Premises.

It

should be noted that as

mentioned above in paragraph 21, MARGUIN SANCHEZ was part owller of VEHICLE 3,
as

well

as the

owner of the residence where Saul resides'

23. Additionally, on September 22,2016,

a grey

HJF8319, registered to MARGUIN SANCHEZ

of

chewolet camalo bearing NY Tag

149 Norttr End,

Kemore, NY, was

parked in the driveway of 149 North End, Kenmore, NY. One Hispanic male was observed
cleaning this vehicle.

24. lnformatton
about septemb

obtained through Erie county New York records reveal that on or

et 25,2015,the

was puchased, in cash, by

residence located

at

4024 tJnion Road, Cheelitowaga,

MARGIIIN SANCHEZ for

t2

$68,000 USD'

NY,

25. On March

10, 2016, yottr affiant spoke to the real estate agent working for USA

Realty who represented MARGUIN SANCIIEZ

in the purchase of

4024 Union Road.

According to the real estate agent, SERGIO MUCINO contacted the office requesting to

view the residence. As a result, a real estate agent met vrith SERGIO MUCINO, his
business partner (later idenffied as JOSE SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO) and JOSE SANCHEZ-

OCAMPO's nephew, identified as MARGUIN SANCFIEZ. Immediately after the real
estate agent briefly showed the

tlree individuals the residence, they wanted to enter into

a

contract to purchase the property. SERGIO MUCINO, JOSE SANCI{EZ-OCAMPO and

MARGUIN SANCI{EZ, informed the real estate agent that the residence was being
purchased as a residence for the eniployees of Subject Premises. The real estate agent stated

all tkee parties were eager to purchase this specific home becausd of the close proximity to

El Agave Mexican restaruant. A home inspection was waived and tle residence was paid
for in cash. In addition, the real estate agent stated she was under the impression SERGIO

MUCINO would be purchasing the house in his name, but when it came time to write up
the contract, she was advised MARGUIN

SANCEZ would be the purchaser. As a result

of the transactiofl being conducted in cash, Realty USA required a proof of funds letter
verifring that MARGUIN SANCHEZ was able to purchase the property. As a result,

MARGUIN SANCHEZ provided a letter from Key Bank dated July 23,2015, stat:rg,
"Eon Tequila Dos, Inc. has a business account with Key Bank, N.A. The two signers on the
account are SERGIO MUCINO and MARGUIN

SANCffiZ. They are both

signers on

this account. The current balance of this account is $43,555.69." A second proof of fimds
letter was provided by MARGUIN SANCI{EZ from Key Bank, dated August 13, 2015.

l3

This proof of firnds letter was addressed to MARGIIIN SANCHEZ, Don Tequila Inc, of
71-75 Al7en, Buffalo, I.,[Y 14202, and stated Don Tequila is a valued client of Key Bank and

the account ending in 1807 has a balance of $270,278.28 USD. As previously documented,

SERGIO MUCINO was the primary account holder on both aforementioned Key Bank
accounts.

26. On March

28., 2016, agents conducted surveillance

at El Agave Mexican

restaurant, and observed a 2006 Gray Nissan Altima bearing NY Tag HCJ8528, registered

to MARGUIN SANCmZ of 468 Delaware, Apartment 301, Buffalo, NY 14202, (the
residence of JOSE SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO and MARGUIN SANCHEa park in the rear

of

El Agave Mexican restaurant. A Hispanic male was seen exiting the vehicle and entering El
Agave Mexican restaurant. On April 1,2016, that same vehicle bearing NY Tag

lfiP407l

was then registered to "Saul SABCGEZ OCAMPO" of 120 Cottage Street, Buffalo,

NY. It

should be noted that the name "SABCGEZ" is believed to be a typo and meant to read

,,SANCImZ," which is believed to be the same Saul mentioned above in paragraphs 2l and
22. On Septemb er 2,2016, while conducting surveillance at El Agave Mexican lestaurant,

that same vehicle was parked in the rear of the parking lot. Additionally, the vehicle

lmown

to be driven by Miguel SANCmZ-OCAMPO, who is

is

Saul's and JOSE

SANCHEZ-OCAMPO's brother.

27. Miwel Angel SANCIIEZ-OCAMPO ("Mrguel") is an employee at the Subject
Premises. SOI3 was shown a photo array of six photographs, containing one photograph

t4

of

Miguel. SOI3 positively idenffied photograph number three

of the

as

Miguel and as an employee

Subject Premises. Miguel was indeed photograph number

three. A review of

MIGUEL's immigration history reveals that he was previously deported from the United
States to Mexico in 2011, 2072, and 2074. More specifically, on December 6, 2011, Miguel

was encountered and apprehended at the residence ofNoe Cruz, located at 126 Buena Vista

Drive, Delmont, PA. Noe Cruz granted permission to immigration. authorities to enter his
residence which ultimately

led to Miguel's administrative immigration arrest

and

deportation. As mentioned above in pangraph 18, Noe Cruz is the registered owner

of

VEItrCLE 1 and VEHCILE 2. Miguel is currently unlawfirlly present and illegally working
in the United States.

28. In addition, while conducting ongoing surveillance on various

dates, beginning

August 2014 through June 8, 2016, at approximately 0900 hours, agents observed three
Hispanic males exiting

4 Zert Court, and directly walking to and entering El

Agave

Mexican restaurant. Additional surveillance conducted on September 2,2016 and again on
September 15,2016, revealed three Hispanic males routinely exit 4 Zent Court, enter a 2005

Volkswagen Jetta bearing NY Tag HGN4938 and drive to El Agave Mexican restaurant.
Subsequent record checls revealed that vehicle

is registered to Anabel Draz of

4506

Broadway, Apt 1, Depew, NY 14043.

29. In addition, on December 2015, agents

observed a Hispanic individual exit 4024

Union Road, Cheektowaga, NY, walk to El Agave Mexican restaurant, unlock the business
l5

door and enter El Agave Mexican restaurant. While conducting additional surveillance on
March 28, 2016, agents obsewed four Hispanic individuals e}ilt 4024Union Road, walk to

El Agave Mexican lestaulant, unlock the business door and eirter El Agave. Additional
surveillance conducted on September 2, 2016 and again on September 15,2016, revealed

that two to three Hispanic males routinely exit 4024 Union Road, enter a 2003 Ford
Explorer bearing Michigan Tag DNH8I53 and drive to El Agave Mexican restaurant.
Subsequent record checks revealed that vehicle was registered to Carlos Alconer Garcia
508 Wilson Avenue, Parchment,

30.

of

MI 49004.

On August 8, 2016, at approximately 0134 hours, Orchard Park Police

Department C'OPPD) encountered thirteen individuals, two of whom were identified

MARGUIN SANCHEZ ANd JOSE SANCIIEZ.OCAMPO,
VEHICLE 4, at

a playground located at South

Ny. Upon initial

as

iN AdditiON tO VEHICLE 2 ANd

Davis Elementary School, in Orchard Park,

encounter, many individuals could only provide Mexican

ID Cards which

caused OPPD to contact United States Border Patrol. Border Patrol ultimately responded

and took custody of ten of the thirteen individuals present, for further processing at the
Buffalo Border Patrol Station.

All ten individuals were ultimately

charged with violating

Secion 212 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (alien inadmissibility),

as

well

as

five of

the individuals being charged with violating Title 8, United States Code, Section 1326(a)

-

reengy of removed alien. These five individuals have illegal re€ntry charges pending before

united states District court Judge Frank P. Geraci, Jr (16-CR-116, 16-CR-117, 16-CR-118,
l6-cR-119, and l6-CR-120) in United states District Court, Buffalo, New York. AII ten
16

.

individuals later admitted to working within the Subject Premises and residing in housing
affiliated $rith SERGIO MUCINO and MARGUIN SANCI{EZ, including Out not limited

to) 4024 Union Road, Cheektowaga,

IlY. It should

be noted that on that same day, August

8,2016, El Agave Mexican restaurant located on Union Road was closed for business.

31.

On September 15, 2016, MARGUIN SANCHEZ contacted your affiant

regarding the aforementioned encounter and arest
charged

with violating Title

8

'USC

1326(a)

-

of the five illegal aliens who

were

reentry after removal. MARGUIN

SANCIIEZ stated these individuals worked for him at his restauant and he was "trying to
do right by them" in getting their property back. In addition, MARGUIN SANCHEZ stated
he is very close friends with these individuals, as they

"a11

grew up together back in Mexico"

and are "all ftom the same hometown". On Septembff 76,2016, your affiant met with

MARGUIN SANCHEZ to retum the personal property. During the retum of property,
MARGUIN SANCIIEZ spoke to your affiant, stating he intends to retum the property to
each individual and stated the cash is "their pay because they don't get paid

in checls. "

MARGUIN SANCHEZ proceeded to state he is the manager at El Agave on Union Road.
MARGUIN SANCHEZ stated he rents an apartrnent in Los Angeles, CA, and owns a few
houses in Westem

NY, one in Kenmore, NY, and one in Cheektowaga, NY. MARGUIN

SANCHEZ then stated these houses are for the restaurant workers and he is in the process
of purchasing a third house for additional workers. MARGUIN SANCHEZ proceeded to
state when he travels to Buffalo, he does not stay in the aforementioned houses but stays at

an apartment in the complex located on the comer of Delaware and Vtginia, which has

t7

been identified as 468 Delaware Avenue, Buffalo,

NY, and also the residence of

JOSE

SANCHEZ-OCAMPO.

CONCLUSION

WHEREFoRE,

it is respectfully

submitted t}rat based upon the forgoing, the

undersig[ed respectfully submits that there is probable cause to believe that the defendants

SERGIo MUCINo, JoSE SANCHEZ-oCAMPo, and MARGUIN SANCIIEZ, did
commit the offense of Conspiracy to Harbor Aliens, that is, they engaged in a Conspiracy to

Harbor Aliens in violation of Title 8, United States Code, Sections l32a(aXlXAXit)
(Harboring Aliens) and I 324(a)( lXA)(vXD (Conspiracv)'

PATRICIACALLERI
Special Agent
Homeland Security Investigafions

Swom to before me this /

X&

day ofOctober, 2016.

OEDER, JR.
TH
UNITED STATES MAGIS TRATE ruDGE

1B

